Love For Our Mothers Blooms Eternal
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By Elizabeth Stephens, Florist With a Flair
Does Mother’s Day sneak up on you some years and catch you without a fitting
gift for your mother, daughter, grandmother, aunt, or other motherly loved ones?
This important date is a time to show the mothers in our lives how much we
cherish them and all they’ve done for us. But sometimes it’s hard to come up with
just the right gift to bring a smile to the lips of the moms we love. One of the best
ways to show our everlasting appreciation is with living beauty. The eternal
nature of flowers and greenery are symbolic of our feelings for recipients and
always appreciated.
But how do you determine the best floral arrangement for the moms on your list?
If you already know their favorite flowers or types of arrangements, your job is as
easy as tapping a number into your phone. But if you’re looking for some fresh
ideas, read on to see some new takes on gifts to mark this special occasion.

Custom Arrangements

Original designs can delight. Imagine Mom’s elation at the sight of a lavishly
colored and flowing arrangement created just for her. Think custom bouquets of
fresh cut flowers presented in a vase, bubble bowl, basket, or cube. The creative
possibilities are unlimited in the eyes of a skilled floral designer. Whether you
allow the designer to create on their own or you place an order indicating a theme
or Mom’s favorite flowers, the result can be a beautiful expression of love for a
mom on her special day.

European Garden
Go green with a composition of seasonal blooming plants in the form of a
“European Garden.” Designed in a natural wicker basket, the European Garden
can feature a combination of indoor and outdoor blooming and green plants. This
versatile and long-lasting goodie makes a great addition to any mom’s garden or
home, and will leave others green with envy!

Orchid Plants

Step outside the usual floral box with the exotic elegance of orchid plants. They
symbolize true love and admiration. For centuries orchid plants have been given
as gifts of endearment. Their unique blooms and thick hardy leaves compliment
any decor whether traditional or contemporary.

Classic Beauty
The classics are always in, and roses are the classic floral selection for all giftgiving occasions. They come in loads of varieties and colors. Pink roses are a
popular selection for Mothers Day because they symbolize appreciation and
gratitude, and look most beautiful when presented as open blooms.

Shower the moms in your life with living beauty this Mother’s Day to let them
know that your love for them will always live on.
Looking for more ideas? Swing by our photo gallery to see some of our special
creations.
Located in the heart of Atlanta’s tony Buckhead District, Dan Martin Flowers
has proudly served clients since 1958.
Find us on Facebook and give us a like!	
  

